Resolution of complex tissue microarchitecture using the diffusion orientation transform (DOT).
This article describes an accurate and fast method for fiber orientation mapping using multidirectional diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) data. This novel approach utilizes the Fourier transform relationship between the water displacement probabilities and diffusion-attenuated MR signal expressed in spherical coordinates. The radial part of the Fourier integral is evaluated analytically under the assumption that MR signal attenuates exponentially. The values of the resulting functions are evaluated at a fixed distance away from the origin. The spherical harmonic transform of these functions yields the Laplace series coefficients of the probabilities on a sphere of fixed radius. Alternatively, probability values can be computed nonparametrically using Legendre polynomials. Orientation maps calculated from excised rat nervous tissue data demonstrate this technique's ability to accurately resolve crossing fibers in anatomical regions such as the optic chiasm. This proposed methodology has a trivial extension to multiexponential diffusion-weighted signal decay. The developed methods will improve the reliability of tractography schemes and may make it possible to correctly identify the neural connections between functionally connected regions of the nervous system.